
A RETIREMENT SOLUTION  
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY  

FOR OREGON’S NONPROFITS

403(b) 
PL AN SPONSORS ARE RUNNING OUT OF TIME TO ACT

A  PA RT N E R S H I P

 IN 2017, THE IRS FINALLY ANNOUNCED the release of pre-approved 403(b) 
plan documents. This news followed the IRS’s introduction of a pre-approved document program in 2013.

With this change, plan sponsors now have the opportunity to adopt either prototype or volume submitter plans.  
This helps narrow the gap between 403(b) and 401(k) plan documents and establish similar compliance standards.

Plan sponsors have until March 31, 2020 to review and restate their plan documents to one of these pre-  
approved documents.

PRIOR TO 2017, 403(b) PLAN DOCUMENTS and their provisions had 
only implicit reliance on IRS approval but no formal  IRS approval. Unlike its availability to other qualified retirement 
plans, the IRS determination letter program was never an option available to plan sponsors adopting 403(b) plans. As 
a result, many plan documents were lacking in detail, and a formal amendment process was non-existent.

While many providers did follow the release of and provide 403(b) plan documents, these documents were initially 
quite vague. While some enhancements were introduced over the years, the plans still lacked corresponding  
IRS approval.

 ONE OF THE CONSIDERABLE BENEFITS under the new 
program is a feature allowing an eligible employer to retroactively correct defects in their organization’s written 
403(b) plan. This applies back to the first day of the plan’s Remedial Amendment Period (RAP), which is the latter of:

JANUARY 1, 2010     <  OR  >    THE PLAN’S EFFECTIVE DATE

A plan sponsor who adopts a pre-approved 403(b) plan with a favorable opinion or advisory letter by March 31, 2020, 
automatically corrects any defects in its plan from the beginning of the RAP.

More than anything, this change will bring plan sponsors confidence that their plans are written in compliance with 
IRS requirements. With the March 31, 2020 just around the corner plan sponsors should begin doing their due 
diligence on their options for updating their plans to meet the new regulations. This is also a good time to address plan 
design issues and optimizations.

VISIT US AT WWW.IMPACTRETIRENPO.COM

             WHAT’S CHANGED?

             WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

             A CHANCE TO START FRESH
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